


Mimosa Mirthmakers Draft Picks
1-Eddie Foster    2-Joe Birmingham           2a-George Kahler  
3-Jimmy Walsh  4-Ray Boyd  5-Joe Hovlik 6-Bill Cunningham  
7-Marc Hall         8-Wingo Anderson
XFA-Mysterious Walker, Herman Bronkie, Dutch Hinrichs, 
John Castle, Jack Hardy



Mimosa Mirthmaker Starting Lineup 
for Opening Day 1911

1-Fred Clarke, LF
2-Dick Egan, 2B
3-Doc Miller, CF
4-Dick Hoblitzell, 1B
5-Germany Schaefer, 3B
6-Matty McIntyre, RF
7-Jimmy Walsh, SS
8-John Lapp, C
9-Cliff Curtis, P









T U R I N 



Turin Mountaineers Draft Picks

1-Ray Fisher  2-Jack Ferry  3-John Kane  4-Red Kleinow 5-Charlie Pickett



TURIN MOUNTAINEERS 
OPENING DAY 1911 
STARTING LINEUP

1-Solly Hofman, CF
2-Red Murray, RF
3-Frank LaPorte, 3B
4-Ham Hyatt, 1B
5-John Hummel, 2B
6-Bris Lord, LF
7-Heinie Wagner, SS
8-Red Kleinow, C
9-Walter Johnson, P









M  U  L  E  S



Buffalo Mules Draft Picks

1-Roger Peckinpaugh
2-Art Phelan
3-Eddie Stack 
4-Bob Unglaub



BUFFALO 1911 
OPENING DAY 
STARTING LINEUP

1-Sherry Magee, CF
2-Ty Cobb, LF
3-Fred Merkle, 1B
4-F Beck, RF
5-Art Wilson, C
6-Chief Bender, P
7-Amby McConnell, 2B
8-George McBride, SS
9-Art Phelan, 3B











London Tecumsehs Draft Picks

1-Fred Blanding  2-Jay Kirke  2a-Otto Miller  3-Marty McHale  
4-Hap Meyers 5-Jock Somerlott 6-Walt Dickson  7-Billy Kelly  
8-Hugh Bradley  XFA-Ed Hearn, Claud Derrick, Patsy Flaherty, 
Mike Konnick, Walt Doane, Mike Simon



London Tecumsehs Opening Day Starting Lineup 19111-Eddie Grant, 3B
2-Joe Jackson, LF
3-Wilbur Good, RF
4-George Gibson, C
5-Mickey Doolan, SS
6-Danny Hoffman, CF
7-Al Burch, 1B
8-Ed Hebscher, 2B
9-Nap Rucker, P











Hereford Highlanders 
Draft Picks

2-John Henry  3-John Flynn  4-Hack Simmons  
5-Lou Schettler 6-Specs Harkness  
7-Elmer Zacher 8-Harry Fanwell



Starting Lineup 
Opening Day 1911 
Hereford 
Highlanders

1-Dode Paskert, CF
2-Johnny Evers, 2B
3-Birdie Cree, RF
4-Hans Lobert, 3B
5-Doc Lyon, 1B
6-Bill Rariden, C
7-Hack Simmons, LF
8-Art Fletcher, SS
9-Russ Ford, P











Subject: Re: TCBA Origins Results Grand Rapids v Waukesha -- For all the marbles . . .

Jeff, heading through town to spend the weekend chasing rug rats, allowed us to play face to face.

A different kind of write up, highlighting noteworthy and bizarre factoids . . .

Those interested in a three way playoff will have to read to the end.

Factoid 1: Ralph “Ducks on the” Pond. Waukesha LF and Wisconsin native was 8 - 20 2 RBI and a run in the series.
Historically, a played 1 game for Red Stockings and was 1-4 with a SB and a strikeout.

Factoid 1B: Pond had 1 error on one chance for the Red Stockings, and a 4 base error in game 5 vs Grand Rapids to 
Roger Breshnahan in the 7th

Factoid 2: Honus Wagner. Known for his speed, hitting and defense (a grade 8 SS) was 10-20 with 2 doubles a homer, 
and 4 walks, 2 SB and a caught stealing in game 5. Add in 5 errors.

Factoid 3: Addie Joss. Literally pitching from his death bed (He died in April 14, 1911) Won game 1 on a 4 hit shutout, 
a no no into the 7th. Came back on short rest in game 5 and went 8 1/3.

Factoid 4: Eddie Cicotte was only 24-4 on the season. Eddie sacrificed (his body) trying to squeeze in a game 5 run, 
Buddy Groom plunked him.



Factoid 5: MLB was playing with the ball. Three HRS by the two teams in game 2. (Wagner, Stahl, and Devlin.)

Factoid 6: Freemen 4 - Wolverines 0 Gm 1 (Freemen are 2 out with 4 to play)

Factoid 7: Freemen 4 - Wolverines 9 Gm 2 4 insurance runs in the 8th. (Freemen 3 out with 3 to play

Factoid 8: Freemen 5 - Wolverines 3. Gm 3 (Freemen 2 out with 2 to play)

Factoid 9: Freemen 8 - Wolverines 5 Gm 4 (Freemen 1 out with 1 to play.)

Factoid 10: Joss v Cicotte. Gm 5 (154) Scored tied 2-2 after 8

Factoid 11: Groom’s HBP to Cicotte loaded the bases.

Factoid 12: Bresnahan (0-10) in the series, singled in the lead run.

Factoid 13: Johnny Bates add an insurance RBI

Factoid 14: Freemen got the tying run to the plate with 1 out in the 9th.

Factoid 15: Mike Mowrey popped out to end the game and the season.



Factoid 16: Congrats, Jeff.

Factoid 17: In 1907, Mirthmakers won the pennant by 1 over Waukesha and 3 over Grand Rapids

Factoid 18: in 1910, Grand Rapids wins the pennant by 2 over Waukesha and ?? over Pittsburgh

Factoid 19: A Pittsburgh sweep over Mimosa would put them 1 out.



Three of our four Divisions came down to the final series.  We had the possibility of a 3-
way tie in the Kirwin Division, but Grand Rapids prevailed on the final day, defeating 
Waukesha to clinch the title, eliminating both the Freemen and Pittsburgh.
Bradenton maintained their lead over Mexicali’s final charge under Al Keefer’s 
guidance to win the McCorkindale Division.
That left the final drama in the Mahley Division, where the South Starrucca Ainspans
took a 1-game lead over Hyde Park into the final five games of the season.  
Here’s a day by day recap of the games between

Cleveland Spiders @ South Starrucca

and

Long Island @ Hyde Park



Well, we have a 5 game series with the eight legged insects, that will determine the fate of the Mahley Division. (Along 
with the HP/LI series results)
Starrucca holds a 1 game edge over HP after 149 games, but the Vities have an easier path to the Finish Line.
Probably the main barrier between the Ainspan’s and Division Victory is going to be Big Ed Walsh. Gr 18yz with a 1.17 
ERA and 27 wins, the only thing I know for sure is that he isn’t going to get 30 wins this season. He is going to get 
two starts though.
Our only hope in these games is that the Spiders offense continues as the leagues worst. He’s at the bottom of the 16 
teams in the league. Starrucca has good pitching overall, but nobody of Walsh’s caliber. Maybe they won’t need it.
Here we go!
GAME 1: Big Ed Walsh will match up against Starrucca’s Louis “Disco” Drucke. He’s been the Spans best pitcher this 
year with a 1.97 ERA and 19 wins. He’s love to get his 20th here.
Bot 1….Oh Boy! Walsh sets the tone, he NAILS my leadoff hitter right off the bat, and knocks him out of the game for 
the rest of the day.
Devore is summoned to run for him….and he STEALS secondbase immediately. We want to make Walsh pay for that 
pitch to the ribs.
But that’s as far as Devore will get, as Walsh sets down the next three batters.
Bot 3…no score so far; Starr leads off with Tom Jones, the least likely hitter in our lineup to get an XB hit, and he 
triples off the wall. We’ll need luck like this to get to Walsh. Jones will score on a sac fly, and after 3 innings, its 1-0
Starr.
Bot 4…Becker grounds to Cleve shortstop, who BOOTS the ball for an error. Home Run Baker follows with a double 
to score Becker, and SS is up 2-0!!!
Top 7….Spiders Kitty Branfield leads off with a gift as Span pitcher muffs his grounder back to the box, and Kitty is 
on. He makes his way around the bases and comes around to score on a sac fly, making it 2-1 Starrucca. The run 
was unearned, so Drucke will get advanced for the top of the 8th.



Okay, we go to the 9th inning, Drucke advanced to a Grade 20 and clinging to a 2-1 lead.
Top 9…it’ll be the 2-3-4 of the Spider batting order:
-Turner up (not Tina)….he doubles. !!!!!
Now, I gotta stop here and give some background. Turner is about the least likely batter in the Cleve lineup to get an 
xbase hit…and he’s now got TWO of them today. For the season, he hit 5 doubles and 3 triples total. He picked a 
great time to load up on protein powder before the game. :-0
-Tommy Leach up (probably the best hitter on the Spider team)…he squares and tries to sac. Pops up to the pitcher 
for one, who turns and throws to second….SAFE! Turner just gets back to second. Almost a double play.
-Kitty Bransfield up (2nd on the team in rbi’s….he washes his face and comes to the plate)…..he grounds to short, who 
throws to first, and is OUT…..but the runner, Turner, moves over to third. There was anxiety in the dugout, as my 
shortstop, Doolan, has made 55 errors this season, plus one more today! A grounder to short is an adventure this 
season that leads to the creation of new swear words. :-0
-John Titus up (he has nothing of note to mention other than that this is his 620th plate app of the season.) Drucke has 
to pitch from the stretch to keep the runner on third honest……
* J. Titus facing L. Drucke, T 9th, 2 Outs, Runner on 3rd, Behind 1-2
Drucke watching Turner at third ... the pitch ... there's a drive to deep left
it's going to be a long run for Devore ... near the warning track ... but he says he's got it
and he does ... against the wall ... and that's out number three and the game
FINAL SCORE : Spiders 1, Ainspans 2
Whew!
Well, we beat Walsh the only way one can beat Walsh, by a very close, very low score. Drucke matched him inning 
for inning, and comes up with his 20th win of the season!
We will be seeing Walsh again, in Game 4, and I can’t say I’m looking forward to it!





After hearing of HP’s win in Gm1, we sally forth to Gm2 with our positions in the standings unchanged….but another 
day off the remaining schedule. We are now down to 4 games left, and Starrucca would be happy at continuing this 
status quo for a few more!

#2 PreGame:
-Spiders will throw Cy Morgan (Gr 17w). He will try his best Cy Young impersonation, though without the 
control. We aren’t going to get that many hits against him, but we’re going to try and walk more people unscathed 
across Home Plate then you’d see at the Mexican border.
Cy has compiled a .500 record this year off of a 2.37 ERA. We do not fear him as we do Big Ed Walsh.
-Ainspans will counter with Doc White (Gr 8z). A polar opposite in that he gives up hits but is very stingy about 
walking people. A lefty, with a 3.34 ERA and an uninspiring 8-13 record, we comfort ourselves a bit with the fact that 
he tallied some of that before coming over in a trade deadline deal from the Feeble realms of Long Island.
Here we go!
GAME 2:
Bot 1….’sigh’ Morgan walks two and a double drives one in. (should have been 2, but Chicken Stick is afraid to send 
the second runner home and the next two batters make outs. We may regret this move later). But so far, the ‘walk’ 
strategy is working.
Bot 2….Wow! Big Inning for Starrucca, Morgan a ‘victim’ as the normally reliable Spider fielders have some 
breakdowns out there.
Single and error…..out…..out……(that’s two outs)…..double scores one…..strike out/BUT the catcher drops it, batter 
safe at first. Walk……and a bases clearing TRIPLE by Beals Becker!
Becker has driven in 4 of 5 Span runs, and Morgan has allowed 5 runs but only 1 earned.
-Thru SIX complete; its 5-0 Starrucca and Doc White is getting out of a few jams, while now advancing to a grade 13.
And the game finishes up at a 6-0 Starrucca WIN as Doc White tosses 8 shutout innings.
Cy Morgan deserved better, but the 5 walks did not help his case any. And the Cleve offense is going to have to do 
much better in the future.



And like the song by WHAM in the early 1980’s: “Wake me Up before you Go-Go!”……the Spiders better muster their offense before the 
season is done and gone.
-the ball goes back to Hyde Park for Game 2.
So, the Ainspans have won another one. Still three more to go in that series. 
The Vitamen need to take care of their own business, no matter what happens up north…. Control what we can control.
Game Two - Kirby White (8-11) gets the nod for the Islanders, while King Cole (23-9) on short rest (30) is Hyde Park’s response. It’s a King 
Cole gamble, but the Vitamen are planning for a potential tie-breaker game with the Ainspans, with Cole possibly available on 3-days rest. But 
first, they need to get past White and the determined Islanders. Hopefully the short rest won’t be a factor.
But the gamble does not pay off! Cole survives a Zack Wheat double in the 1st and a 2-out walk to Browne in the 2nd, but he can’t get past 
Wheat a 2nd time. Zack’s bases-loaded triple in the 3rd puts the Islanders on top 3-0!
Meanwhile, the VitaBats are silent. A couple of walks and a minor single, but no runs. None, that is, until Schulte’s triple leads to a run in the 
4th following a run-scoring wild pitch from White, only his 4th this season.
Down 3-1, the Vitamen turn to their league-leading defense to try and turn things around. Kirby White led off the top of the 5th with a double, 
moving to 3rd with one out. With the infield pulled in, a grounder to 2nd, 2b-9 Dave Shean throws home to nab White for the 2nd out. Then Cole 
picks off the runner at 1st! No runs score. But it is still 3-1 LI.
Energized by the team’s defensive prowess, Hooper led off the 6th with a single, scoring one out later on Schulte’s triple. Then Lord singled to 
tie the game at 3-3! Then the flip side of the defensive coin appeared, the side with the Islanders logo. A 2-out single to left was misplayed by 
Browne, allowing Wallace to score all the way from 1st. HP takes the lead, 4-3!
No quit in these Islanders, however. Moran opens the 7th with a single, but he is tagged out at 2nd on a solid throw from Hooper. With 2 outs, 
the short-rested Cole begins to fade, walking two batters. If he is not pulled now, he won’t be available for any potential tie-breaker. He’s 
obviously tiring… So the change is made, bringing on Fred Olmstead (10-9, 3 saves.) Moriarty drills Olmstead’s first pitch to right.. but Dave 
Shean is right there to snag the L4 3rd out. Olmstead ends the threat. Phew!
White was still pitching for Long Island in the 7th, but Schulte’s 2-out double plated a 5th run and ended White’s day. He was replaced by Jiggs 
Parson (2-1, 2 saves), who allowed an rbi single to Lord. 6-3 HP.
Slim Sallee took the mound for HP in the 9th. He made things interesting, allowing a single to Moran, but no more. Vitamen win Game 2, 6-3.
Three games left in the regular season. C’mon, Spiders! Just get us one win, and we will do the rest…



With news that HP also won their Gm2….that puts both of us at 2-0 for this series. Standings the same; SS one game 
up, but, only 3 games left in the season. Better to be the Chasee at this point, rather than the Chaser.
Starrucca coming off a nice offensive outburst last game, scoring six runs with ten hits. We DO lead the league in 
Runs per Game, so its not unexpected, but very appreciated.
The Spiders have posted ads around the ballpark that they are willing to sell two of their eight legs for a couple of 
runs. (any more legs than that, and they’ll have trouble making it around the basepaths!) :-0
-Gm3 Pregame:
Cleve will throw Harry Gaspar (Gr 10z) who doesn’t walk more than he should, doesn’t give up more hits than he 
should, doesn’t have a much higher ERA (2.95) than he should…… he just has a very hard time getting as many 
WINS as he should. 9-18 ?!?! wtf?
He had a 7 game NO WIN streak, meaning starts in a row without a win, and that rates as tied for 3rd longest in the 
league this year! AND like Rodney Dangerfield, he gets no respect. Or at least he gets no run support. Gaspar gets 
the 4th WORST run support in the league.
These are NOT good combinations. Starrucca would normally be putting this one in the ‘win column’ pregame…..but 
we also know Baseball is a funny game, and what has held true for the last 151 games, doesn’t mean things will 
continue along the same path for another 3.
But, all those underlying numbers sure do explain a 9-18 record!
Ainspans counter on the mound with Jack Quinn. (Gr11 z) He too is a bit short in the W-L column with a 13-14 Record 
and no underlying numbers that would cause the lack of wins to happen. On the contrary, he has the 9th BEST Run 
Support behind him in the league??? So we tend to hit well behind him, but he still loses the game?
A headscratcher. Lets see how this one plays out.



GAME 3:

Top 1…..Cleve loads the bases with two outs…….and Dots Miller bounces out to the pitcher to end the inning. We 
breathe a big sigh of relief.
Bot 1…..Ouch! Cleve pitcher Gaspar nails my batter, Devore, in the ribs! Takes him out of the next FIVE 
games!!! Devore is a classic top of the order hitter. He will be missed, but hopefully the rest of our batters will be 
pissed.
Bot 2….Starr gets a single, then a bad throw by the Cleve pitcher for an error give us a first and third with nobody out 
situation. We end up scoring one on a sac fly. We wanted more, and Cleve is happy to get out of it with just one….so 
I guess everybody is happy. SS up 1-0.
Top 3……Cleve gets a two out double, two out single, and just like that; it’s a tie game…1-1.
Bot 3…..Ainspan Larry Doyle walks. Steals second; throw skips into the outfield for an error, Doyle goes to 
third. Beals Becker hits a twisting fly to right, on the line….for out #2, and Doyle takes off for home………..he’s 
SAFE! Spans take a chance, and it pays off; Starr regains the lead 2-1.
Bot 4….Micky Doolan (NOT the one on the Monkees) leads off with a double. Gets sac’d over to third, and with one 
out, he’s willing to do whatever necessary to score. But Hohnhorst, hitting for Tom Jones, mightily strikes out!! Oh, 
the horror. Leaves the pitcher, Quinn, to hit, and its way too early to pull him for a pinch hitter.
Oh boy! We get a huge break. Cleve makes their THIRD error of the game, and we’re only in the 4th inning! Spans 
haven’t been much better, with 2 of them already, but Gaspar needs some gloves behind him if he’s expected to win.
Spans take a 3-1 lead heading into the 5th.
Top 5…..Cleve ain’t going down without a fight.
Tommy Leach singles, gets moved to second, and with two outs, comes speeding across home plate on a single by 
Big John Titus….or maybe its John Big Titus, I can’t remember, too many distractions! Cleveland closes the score to 
3-2.



Top 7…..its the Spiders Tommy Leach up again, and he lashes a double with one out. Bransfield moves him to third 
with two outs, and it’ll be up to Titus again. Titus with a good eye, WALKS.
Now 1st and 3rd for Dots Miller. Dots hitting .204 on the season….he’s due.
And now, he’s doo-doo. Miller flys out harmlessly to leftfield to end the inning.
Bot 8….Spans Jim Delehanty walks to lead off. Beals Becker goes hit and run and TRIPLES him home, before getting 
thrown out at home trying to stretch it! Another ribbie for Beals. Big, big run….now 4-2 Starrucca.
Top 9….the Spiders send up their 1, 2, and 3 batters……and Jack Quinn sends them back to their dugout, 1, 2, and 3.
Quinn tosses a complete game win in a Classic 1910 ballgame with a variety of singles, walks, errors, sac flys, and 
sac bunts. Onesy-Twosy baseball with Starrucca getting more onesies than Cleveland today.
Quinn evens his seasons record at 14-14, while Gaspar ashamedly moves to 9-19. But he pitched better than the loss 
indicates.
Bounce the ball back to HP for their turn.



Game Three – Islanders send their golden boy, Ray Golden (3-17) to the mound to face Bob Ewing (14-13). Ewing has 
faced LI three times this season, pitching three complete game victories. Golden had one start against the Vitamen, a 
10-4 loss in August. In that game Golden struck out 11 batters, allowing 13 hits and 5 walks over 7.2 IP.
Hyde Park spotted Ewing to an early 2-0 lead with a pair of runs in the 1st inning. Hooper’s double earned one, but it 
was an E9 from Moran that gifted the Vitamen with another. 2-0 right away. But that “right away” worked both ways. 
Jimmy Mac broke out of his 0-8 slumber with a2nd inning single. He scored easily on Killefer’s triple. The Isles’ catcher 
soon scored on his own, thanks to a passed ball. Rapidly, and somewhat sloppily, the game was tied 2-2 after 2 
innings.
In the 3rd, Daubert and Wheat singled. Sweeney followed with an infield dribbler that resulted in a run scoring. LI led 3-
2. No further runs scored that inning, but in the process, Ewing hit Moran with a hard ball. Moran took the full brunt of 
the pitch, all the way to the bus station. He’ll need 19 days to get over the bruise. But it didn’t feel too bad at the time;
his team led 3-2.
The score was still 3-2 heading into the 6th when the VitaWheels began to spin out of control. The Isles 8th and 9th place 
hitters each singled, setting up Moriarty, who doubled them both home. That was the end of the day for Ewing, as Slim 
Sallee was brought on to plug the dyke. LI had built a hefty 5-2 lead, while the Golden Boy was rolling right along 
through the HP batters, his grade advancing from 4 to 9 in the process.
Facing the freshly upgraded Golden, Lord reached base on an E2. Shean singled Lord to 3rd, and then stole second. A 
passed ball scored one run, but then DISASTER! Catching stalwart Paddy Livingston was hit by a Golden pitch, 
knocking him out of the game. Out of the series. Out of the season (27 days.) That really hurts. Stevenson can handle 
the glove work, but he is no match for the productive Livingston. Newnam ran for Livingston and was caught stealing. 
With two out and down two runs, pitcher Slim Sallee was left in to bat for himself, a bit of a white flag move trailing 5-3. 
Slim never moved his bat, drawing a Golden walk. That loaded the bases for Hooper. Harry mashed a legit triple, 
scoring all three runners! The white flag was pulled down. HP now had a 7-5 lead!!!



The Vitamen scored 5 more runs in the 7th to take a 12-5 lead, but Sallee himself committed 3 errors, allowing 3 
unearned runs, and the Islanders crawled back to within 4 runs, 12-8. Harry Krause came on in relief of Sallee in the 
8th and survived 2 innings to close out a thrilling 12-8 comeback win for the Vitamen. Sallee (5-7) earned the win.
The loss of Livingston will be a tough one to deal with, but play-off hopes are still alive in Hyde Park, with only two 
games remaining.



State of the Division Race:
BOTH HP and Starr have won their first 3 games of the series. Vities remain one back, but the clock on the wall is 
ticking.
For HP to WIN the division….he has to win both remaining while Starrucca loses both remaining games.
For HP to TIE in the division….The Spans will probably have to win only 1 while HP wins their last two……OR Spans 
will have to lose 2 while HP wins 1. There’s not too many other options here.

Game 4 Pregame:
-Big Ed Walsh comes back to make his second start of the series. He’s got 38 WB’s and he is threatening anyone who 
comes out to the mound who trys to remove him from the game before its over…..and that includes extra innings!!!!
-Spans counter with Doc Crandall (Gr 13/15*Z M) with a 13-14 Record! He seems to be one of a few quality starting 
pitchers that can’t even come up with a .500 output? How the heck does this happen with teams that are in the upper 
half of the Division? Doc has that M after his grade (probably an abbreviation for “Motherf88888r!” which is what he’s 
been yelling after giving up another Tater! He’s given up 11 so far, which is only ONE less than the MOST in the 
league. That honor belongs to Buddy Groom of Waukesha, with a dozen. Maybe THAT’S why Crandall has had 
trouble winning as many as he loses!
Against Ed Walsh, its only going to take one of those M rated dingers against Crandall for Cleve to emerge victorious 
today.
“Just roll a 6!” Mgr Jennings tells the Spiders, “And Doc Crandall’s letter will take care of the rest!”.
-Ainspan outfielder, Devore, will be sitting for the next 4 days with a boo boo from yesterdays hit by pitch. That’ll hurt, 
but, we do have a reputable backup, so it won’t bury us.
Here we go!



GAME 4:
Bot 1……In game 1, Spans Steve Evans led off the game against Walsh by getting drilled in the head. He had to 
leave the game. Today; he gets his revenge. First pitch he gaps a double in the gap and he’s standing on 
secondbase glaring at Walsh with a smug smile across his face.
But Big Ed Walsh didn’t get this grade 18 for being a Putz……he strikes out the next two batters and ends the inning 
with a groundout. Evans never got further than secondbase. (which sounds similar to my high school dating life)

Bot 2….A grounder right at Spider’s Kitty Bransfield goes right between his legs, under his tail, and on into rightfield for 
a Bill Buckner Error. Dooin follows with a hit and run single, and we again have Walsh a bit on the ropes, thanks to his 
porous defense.
A Span single scores one run….but that’s all they get! SS leads 1-0 after 2 inn.

Top 3….Spider leadoff hitter, Mitchell, doubles off the wall. (it almost went over) A FC and a groundout brings him into 
home, and it’s a tie ballgame. 1-1

Bot 5…..still 1-1……A single by the Span #8 hitter, and then a grounder back to Ed Walsh….Big Ed makes a Big E as 
he throws the ball past the firstbaseman. Span runners on 1st and 3rd, nobody out. “Another fine mess you’ve gotten 
us into, Ollie.” Can Walsh work his way out against the top of the order?
Well, somewhat.
Evan’s grounds into a double play, but the runner on third scores. Walsh really couldn’t have hoped for much of a 
better outcome than that. Spans up 2-1. And its bringing up memories of the final Gm1 score.

Top 8…..Still Spans up 2-1…..times starting to run out, Cleve needs something within the next six outs.
Spidies get a leadoff single, but the next batter tries to sac, and they pop it up to the catcher who snags it in the air, 
fires down to first, and DP’s the runner diving back to first! Huge play!



Bot 8….Ed Walsh sets down the first two Span batters, and his mind drifts to the 9th inning where he will be leading 
off. But Beals Becker takes advantage of the distracted Walsh, and puts a charge into the meatball as it comes 
across the plate. Its going, going, GONE! Over the wall for a big Insurance Run. Walsh had given up 2 runs up to 
this point, neither of them earned as Cleve has made 3 errors, but this dinger was the Real Deal. Spans up 3-1.
Top 9….here we go…Doc Crandall is tossing a beauty, only giving up 2 hits and 1 run so far.
-Ed Walsh due up, gets called back for a pinch hitter. Its Craig Shifflett. Huh?? What the heck? I can see four other 
batters on the Cleve bench that I’d pick before I put CS in there. (hey, Craig’s initials are the same as his teams!)
-Shifflett grounds out for out #1. (Blame Ned Jennings)
-Terry Turner grounds out to short for out #2.
-Down to their last out…..John Titus comes to the plate. (If Starr wins this game, it guarentees them at least a TIE for 
the Division) and (a little known fact; you can’t spell Titus without Tits)
Titus grounds to the Span shortstop , who BOOTS it! He BOOTS it! He freakin BOOTS it! Mickey Doolan with his 
58th error of the season! And he calls himself a shortstop 8! (With another game left, he’s got a shot at an infamous 
60!)
-So now, with another life, up comes Tommy Leach; the Spiders best hitter. Argghhh. With that ‘M’ after my pitchers 
name, we can afford a 2 run dinger here, so we go to the Bullpen, and bring in Al Carson, only an 8*, but he’s got an 
H for a homerun letter. Hopefully that keeps the ball in the park. And a fresh arm can’t hurt.
-Ok, here’s we go…..the pitch to Tommy Leach….
* T. Leach facing A. Carson, T 9th, 2 Outs, Runner on 1st, Behind 1-3
And the pitch ... Leach swings ... it's hard and long ... sending Evans back
will it be deep enough? ... nope ... Evans's there ... he squeezes it
and that's the last out of the game

FINAL SCORE : Spiders 1, Ainspans 3



Game Four – Well here we are. It’s the penultimate game of the regular season for the Vitamen. Word has already 
spread through town that the Spiders have succeeded in hanging a loss on the Ainspans, leaving the door open for a 
potential tie-breaker game #155.

But standing in the way are the Long Islanders, who do not wish to be anyone’s entry mat. They will send Farmer Ray 
(6-14) to the mound to oppose HP’s Doc Scanlan (12-13). Ray lost two starts against the Vitamen earlier in the 
season, while HP won all three of Scanlan’s starts against LI.
It’s win and keep playing for the Vitamen. Here we go:

T2 – Jimmy Mac singles with one out, his 90th hit; but a 4-6-3 ends the inning quickly.
B2 – Lord with a single, the 1st HP hit. Three more singles, the bags are full, and a run has scored. HP 1-0. Two more 
hits, a double from Hooper, and it’s 5-0 Vitamen!
T3 – The Islanders storm back, with three singles to open the inning. Then Daubert triples, and suddenly the lead is cut 
to two, 5-3. Scanlan finally records an out, but it is now a 1-run game. 5-4 HP.

B4 - Vitamen get one back in the 3rd and load the bases in the 4th; but Jimmy Mac starts 4-6-3 DP to end the threat.
Hal Chase doubles home a pair with 2-out in the 6th, ending Farmer Ray’s day (30 BF, 1 walk, 1 strikeout, 8 runs.) Fred 
Miller replaces him. He got out of the 6th okay, but with Scanlan having found his groove, HP just kept putting the ball in 
play, and the Isles played hockey with it, slapping and kicking the ball all around the rink. Three errors and a bunch of 
hits later, the score was 11-4 HP. Even Red Braun got to take a swing (for Hal Chase).

Before it was over, HP had emptied the bench. Doc Scanlan had allowed 4 runs in the 3rd inning, but no more after 
that, tossing SIX NO-HIT, NO-RUN innings! A complete game win!
The Vitamen are just one win away from a tie-breaker with the Ainspans. But still one win away.



-Game 5 Pregame:
The Spiders are down to their 4th Starting pitcher, Rube Manning.
’23 Skidoo and Me’ says he’s the Great Grandfather of Archie and Peyton, so you know he can throw.
South Starrucca will also dip down into their quiver of starting pitchers and produce Dixie Walker. This isn’t the 
famous Dixie Walker of Brooklyn Dodger fame, this is a Faux Walker from 1910. I can’t find any reference to how he 
got the nickname of ‘Dixie’, but his real first name is “Ewart”. So Dixie, Pixie, and Trixie all rank as more appealing 
names to go thru life with.
Cleve has scored a total of 4 runs in 4 games. I can figure the R/Game using just my left foot. They are due to break 
out, plus they don’t’ want to end the season being beaten by a guy named ‘Ewart’.
Here we go:
GAME 5:
It’s a scoreless game into the 3rd…..then Rip Van Spider finally wakes up!
Cleve strings together 4 hits, a walk, and some stolen bases and comes up with 3 runs! That’s what they’ve scored in 
the last 3 games!
And since the Spiders believe in the old adage of “Good things happen in 3’s”, they go out and repeat the process in 
inning 6 and inning 7.
Their bats finally wake up
-Rube Manning is tossing perfect spirals to the plate for Cleveland, and has only given up 1 run to Starrucca thru 6 
innings. He tires a bit in the later innings and the Spans start putting up runs.
But its too little, too late, and Cleveland salvages the last game of the series with a score that sounds like a Dolly 
Parton movie; “9 To 5!”
The Spidies wish they could reallocate those 9 runs to previous games, the series would have had totally different 
results.
Starrucca takes the series 4 games to 1, and Hyde Park’s fate in the division is in their own hands, and in Long Islands 
bats.



Game Five – And so the regular season has come to this. One win from finally catching the Ainspans, a season-long 
effort. Only LI’s Ed Kinsella (2-7), making just his 7th start of the season, stands in the way; but Kinsella’s one victory 
this season came against the Vitamen in June. Hyde Park put all their hopes in the capable hands of Fred Olmstead 
(10-9), who did not start against the Isles this season. Hopefully that will be to his advantage.
And away we go…
T1 – LI gets 2 runners on, but Jimmy Mac chases one out of the zone for strike three!
B1 – Sheckard opens with a single. Two outs later Schulte drives him home! It’s HP 1-0.
B3 – Chase doubles, scoring Hooper. HP 2-0.
T4 – Moriarty opens with a single, and Jimmy Mac doubles over 3rd. Quickly, the tying runs are on board. Chouinard 
strikes out, but the ball eludes Erwin. A run scores and everybody is safe! HP 2-1. Hauser walks to load the bases 
with none out! We need a DP really badly. Catcher Killefer is up, but he runs well for a catcher and has only hit into 
two DP’s all season. Olmstead delivers…
A bouncer back to the pitcher! Home for one… to 1st for two! Doubleplay!!! And no run scores! Yet. Two out now. 
Runners on 2nd and 3rd. 2-1 HP. The pitcher, Kinsella, is up. A good hitter, he’s already singled in this game. The 
pitch…
He walks!!! Brings up one of the Isles big bats, Jake Daubert, with the bags full. Olmstead delivers… and he rolls out 
to the pitcher!
After all that, the Isles score one run, on a passed ball. HP still in front, 2-1.

T5 – Here they come again. Browne walks to open the 5th. Zack Wheat follows, but Olmstead has had enough. He 
goes up and in a drills Wheat on the elbow, knocking the biggest LI bat out of the game. But that still leaves 2 runners 
on and none out. Moriarty bunts the runners over, bringing up the slugging Jimmy Mac. The delivery… Called strike 
three! Mac can’t believe it, but it’s true! What’s also true is that Chouinard followed with a triple, giving the Islanders a
3-2 lead!!
B5 – After two were out, Sheckard singles to right, steals second, and scores on Hooper’s single. Tied up 3-3.



B6 – HP uses 3 singles to score the go-ahead run. They load the bases, but a DP doses the fire. HP 4-3.
T8 – After two are out, Olmstead walks two batters, bringing Kinsella to the plate again. He’s a singles hitter; but he IS 
a hitter. HP elects to pitch to Kinsella, but LI calls on Jack Bliss to hit for the pitcher. Olmstead fires and Bliss flies out to 
center field.
B8 - The top of the LI order will lead off the 9th, so HP desperately needs to add some insurance runs. On to pitch for LI 
in the 8th is Jiggs Parson (2-1, 2 saves).
Hal Chase leads off with a double to right center, moving to 3rd on Schulte’s grounder. The LI infield moves in for the 
lefthanded Harry Lord, who grounds to first. The runner has to hold! Now two outs and Wallace is up. Infield moves 
back… grounder to short. No score.
So we go to the top of the 9th. HP holds a one run lead, 3 outs away from a tie-breaker. With two fresh lefties ready in 
the pen, HP elects to let the righty-tossing Olmstead face the lefty slugging Daubert. He has 7 home runs this season. 
The entire HP populace holds their collective breath…
It’s a high fly ball to deep right center… Sheckard’s racing to the track… so’s Hooper… so am I… no chance to get 
there for me… but Sheckard does and brings it down!
Oh, my! One away. BP rapidly rising… and that’s it for Olmstead. He’ll make way for lefty Slim Sallee (5-7, one save) to 
face the lefty-swinging Browne and Strunk.
And Browne singles to right! And Strunk singles! The tying run is now at 3rd. Moriarty grounds to 2nd for the 2nd out, but 
the tying run scores. 4-4. And Jimmy Mac is up with the potential go-ahead run on 2nd. No, we are not going to pitch to 
him. We’ll take our chances with Chouinard, who has already hit a triple in this game. He pops to short, and we go to 
the bottom of the 9th, tied 4-4.



B9 – Shean flies out for the 1st out. Catcher Billy Sullivan is next. He pops it straight up, but Killefer lets the ball hit off 
his mitt, allowing Sully to reach base safely. Pitcher Slim Sallee bats for himself and lays down a bunt to the right of 
the mound. Parson picks it up and goes to Jimmy Mac covering 1st. But Mac drops the ball trying to find the bag! E-6 
on Mac, and the potential winning run is on 2nd. Sheckard at the plate. And he walks!!!! The bases are loaded with 
just one out. Next up is Harry Hooper. He has hit into 11 DPs this season, but LI elects to pull the infield in. Newnam
comes in to run for Sullivan at 3rd… Parson sets. The delivery…

IT’S BALL FOUR!  HE WALKED HIM!

IT’S OVER!! VITAMEN WIN!!!





The South Starrucca Ainspans and the Hyde Park 
Vitamen will meet in a one-game tie-breaker to determine 
the winner of the TCBA Origins 1911 Mahley Division. 
That game will be played tonight and be broadcast live on 
ZOOM-TV.

First Pitch is scheduled for 7pm EDT. The gates are 
opened now, and there are still some seats available. It’s 
a beautiful night for baseball, so join us!

Get your tickets here: Game #155 Tickets - Will Call



The contract with the players Union has been settled, they have agreed to play an extra game, for which they were 
handsomely compensated.
What they didn’t agree to was to make it exciting.

I can sum up this game with:
“Starrucca gets a walk from their pitcher, followed by a walk from their leadoff hitter, followed by a run scoring single 
from the 2nd place hitter.”
That’s it.
That’s all she wrote.
Both starting pitchers, the Aces of their staffs, were as good as they could have been. Only 1 run scored tonite, and I 
don’t recall much of any other rally that would give either of us ‘baseball fever’.
This was more like a diabetic coma.
There was less action then on my honeymoon. (well, that’s not completely true, the hotel tv DID carry Cinemax After 
Dark.)

Starrucca finishes the game with a 1-0 decision to break the Division tie and win the Mahley Division.
Congratulations to Hyde Park for mounting a consistent charge the last ¼ or so of the season, when they found 
themselves down by about 6 games and they started chewing away at the lead, a game at a time, series by 
series. Then beating Starrucca 3/2 in their final head to head series.
Coming into this Tie Breaker, they had beaten Starrucca 10 out of 18 games, with most of them being close. This one 
couldn’t have been any closer, but it was like a hockey game where the players can only wear one skate. Just very 
little action for a Championship game.
Around the 7th inning or so, one of the Zoom spectators had their video go black, and then next thing we saw was on 
their screen:



I believe Starrucca and Hyde Park will both be fighting for the Division again next season, they both look like they will 
have very equally matched teams. I wish the Vitamen the best, and lets do it again next year!

Marty





FINAL STANDINGS – 1911 TCBA ORIGINS



Pittsburgh led the league in average, slugging, hits, triples and stolen bases.  South 
Starrucca led in scoring but also in LOB.  Buffalo led in walks and doubles.  Cleveland 
Naps led in home runs.  Bradenton led in OnB%.  Waukesha had the fewest struck out 
and Bergen the fewest thrown out stealing.  Mexicali’s SB% led the league.



Turin led the league in ERA and shutouts.  Buffalo had the most strikeouts and tied 
Bergen with the least Hit Batters.  The Cleveland Spiders pitched the most innings, 
allowed the fewest hits and lowest OBA.  South Starrucca issued the fewest walks and 
had the most saves.  The Cleveland Naps had the most complete games.  Bradenton had 
the most Quality Starts and allowed the fewest home runs.  Bergen and London tied with 
the fewest wild pitches.



Hyde Park led in fielding, allowed the fewest unearned runs, and the fewest stolen bases 
with the lowest success rate for base stealers.  Pittsburgh had the most double plays.  
Bradenton had the fewest passed balls.  Waukesha had the most assists (2000) while the 
Cleveland Spiders had the most put outs.  London and Grand Rapids each threw out a 
league high 81 base stealers.   We had no triple plays.



We had two sweeps this year.  The Cleveland Spiders swept nine games against Bergen 
while Grand Rapids swept eight games against Long Island.
Grand Rapids going 16-2 against Mimosa was our other outlier this season.



1910 MLB COMPARISONS
.249/.318/.326                                        7.66 rpg
2.77 ERA
.958 Fielding







April 23
Russ Ford leads Hereford to a 
2-1 win over the Cleveland 
Spiders, allowing 3 walks, one 
hit batter and surviving three 
errors (34 batters faced).
It is our only No-hitter this 
season.





We had 26 one-hit complete games thrown this season, in addition to the one no-hitter.   We also had four 
other combined 1-hitters.  With one exception, all were thrown in winning efforts.



April 14
Bradenton’s Jack Coombs 
lost his 1-hitter, 1-0 against 
Cleveland Spider Cy 
Morgan who threw a 4-hit 
shutout.  Tommy Leach 
drove in the game’s only 
run with Cleveland’s only 
hit, a 6th inning single.



April 14
Long Island’s Bill 
Sweeney led off the 
game with a home 
run, and later drew 
a walk, but that was 
ALL that Dolly 
Gray allowed today, 
pitching 13 innings 
of no-hit ball after 
that, and surviving 
4 Nap errors behind 
him to win, 2-1 for 
Cleveland.  This was 
the only Nap 1-
hitter of the season 
and earned Dolly a 
game score of 105.



April 16 - Ed Walsh 
threw a 1-hitter for the 
Cleveland Spiders, 
winning 6-1 in 
Bradenton.  A single 
by Kid Elberfeld, 3 walks and 4 errors did produce one run.



April 17
King Cole pitched 8 shutout innings, allowing only a 
Rube Oldring single.  Rube Benton pitched the 9th to 
complete the 7-0 1-hit Hyde Park victory over Cleveland 
Naps



April 18
George Bell walked 3 but only allowed a Clyde Engle 
single as Grand Rapids defeated Hereford, 2-0 despite 
2 errors.



April 22
Russ Ford walked 6 but allowed 
only a Jake Stahl single to 1-hit 
Hereford, 2-0 for Grand Rapids



May 1
Louis Drucke threw 4 innings of no-hit ball, followed by Bob Harmon, who did the same for 
South Starrucca, who thumped Long Island, 15-2.  Jim Moroney took the mound, giving up 
an RBI single to Zach Wheat while retiring one hitter.  Doc Crandall got the final 2 outs to 
complete the combined 1-hitter.



May 6
George Kahler walks 8 men but 
allows only one hit – a single by 
Happy Smith – as Mimosa wins 
7-0 in Waukesha.



May 12
Bradenton’s Jack Coombs 
threw his 2nd one-hitter of 
the year, defeating Bergen 
4-1.  Pitcher George 
Chalmers’s double was the 
only hit for the Barflies.



May 16
Bradenton’s Jack Coombs 
made it back-to-back 1-
hitters, defeating the 
Tecumsehs in London, 1-0.  
Eddie Grant’s single was 
the lone safety.



May 26
Russ Ford threw his 2nd (of 3) 
one-hitters, as Hereford defeated 
Bergen 2-1.  A 1st inning RBI 
double by Duffy Lewis was the 
only hit.


